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1. What do you understand by the following terms: /10Marks
a) Entrepreneurship
b) Entrepreneur

d) Personal qualities
e) Work

c) Enterprising person

2. One of the following is not a role of entrepreneur. Which one is it?
a . Managing the business
b. setting up the business

c. Mobilizing resources
d. Shutting down existing business

3. Which one of the following outlines characteristics of successful
entrepreneur?
a) Self-motivated , resourceful, resilient and seek recognition and resistant
b) Energetic, task oriented, resulted driven, resourceful and unintelligence
c) Perceptive, persuasive, seeks recognition, determined and risk taker
d) risk taker ,determined, resourceful, result driven and energetic
4. One of the following is not a characteristic of an entrepreneur.
a. Hard working
b. Self confidence

c. Decision making
d. Prostitution

5. Which one of the following work is superior?
a) Farming
b) Teaching

c) Mining
d) None. All work is equal and
important

6. Which one of the following statement is not true about entrepreneur?
a) They take calculated risks.

b) They generate innovative ideas.

c) They stick to the processes
already in use.

d) They are perseverant

7. Which of the following is not a service provision activity?
a) Banking
b) Accounting

c) Education
d) Steel making

8. Which of the following is not a type of physical work?
A) Tea picking
B) Coffee Picking

C) Mining
D) Teaching

9. Which one of the following work is superior?
A) Farming

C) Mining

D) None. All work is equal and
important
10.
Why do we study entrepreneurship education? (4 reasons)
11.
Explain how motivation is a key to success in entrepreneurship
12.
State any 4 similarities between an entrepreneur and an
intrapreneur
13.
Explain why an entrepreneur should be good at networking
14.
Amina was a looking for job opportunities. She enjoyed sewing and
making clothes so she developed cocoki cooperative with other women
who had similar skills. The cooperative sells clothes and crafts in
Rwanda and abroad. Her goal is to expand the business by training more
women and by learning more skills such as selling and managing the
money of a business.

B) Teaching

a. Write the definition of an entrepreneur in your own words.
b. Explain why enterprising people often become entrepreneurs. You can
choose to use the story of Amina
c. which skills did Amina used to start a business?
d. which skills did Amina lack and how does she aim to gain these skills?
e. Which desirable qualities of an entrepreneur do you think that Amina has?
15. What do you understand by “keen to get information” as quality of good
entrepreneur?

16. Explain the reason why a good entrepreneur should have a discipline.
17. Write some of the qualities that you possess in comparison to those of an
entrepreneur.
18. Identify any four personal qualities in relation personal development.
19. Personal qualities make up a person’s: a) Duties b) Personalities
c) Responsibilities d) Commitment
20. One of the following is not a quality of friendly person: a) Kind b)Fair c)
Boastful
d) Respectful
21. …………Is the ability to be truthful. a) Dignity b) self-reliance c) commitment
d) Honesty.
22. Honest people do not do three of the following except: a) steal b) cheat c) lie
d)keep promises
23. When there is lack of dignity in the society, people feel three of the
following except: a) humiliated b) embarrassed c) devalued d) valued
24. Distinguish the two kind of self-awareness.
25. Identify any two signs of economic well-being
26. Are you a respectful person? Justify your answer?
27. Identify any four the quality of good student.
28. Outline any four characteristics of a person with integrity.
29. Distinguish between self-awareness and self confidence
30. Explain the 4 main functions of an entrepreneur.

